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By now you’ve unscrewed and removed 
the plastic nuts and bolts from the PlateMate.
Save these for later.

Remove the license plate from the vehicle. 
Then load bikes onto your bike rack.

3
Thread the velcro straps through the slots that best align with 
3 attachment points on the last bike loaded or rack.
Then, securely close the velcro straps around the bike or rack. 4

Now that the PlateMate is securely fastened to the 
bike or rack, attach your license plate using the provided 
plastic nuts and bolts, and hand-tighten. 
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PRO TIPS
• After traveling a short distance, stop and check that the PlateMate is still secure

and that there is no loosening or rubbing that could potentially cause bike damage.

• The PlateMate can also be attached to your rack when you are traveling without
bikes and the rack is in the stowed position.

• Replace one of the screw holes with a locking cable of that size to secure license plate.

Important notes
This product is designed to provide visibility of your license plate while transporting bikes during 
daylight hours only. PlateMate should not be used at night, or in any other conditions where your 
license plate is not visible to others. Laws governing license plate visibility, lighting, attachment, 
and obstruction vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. You are solely responsible for knowing local 
laws regarding plate obstruction, and using this product in accordance with those all applicable laws. 
Yakima makes no guarantee that PlateMate complies with the laws of any jurisdiction. Yakima is not 
responsible for lost or stolen license plates. Yakima is not responsible for any citations given when 
using this product. Always reattach your license plate to your vehicle when not using the PlateMate. 
PlateMate may not be used as a license plate holder on a vehicle.

Looking for dependable bike racks? Rely on Yakima for quality and long-lasting products.

https://www.carid.com/bike-racks.html
https://www.carid.com/yakima/

